2013 PPI Proposed Administrative Rules
February 12, 2013

DRAFT PROPOSED
Administrative Rule 7.24-13-1
PPI Tower Registration
1. Application
A. Towers seeking a PPI permit will submit to the Director an application form, provided by the
City and containing all of the following information:
1. A description of the business, including:
a. The legal business name of the registrant
b. Company dba,
c. Business entity type,
d. Social Security Number or F.E.I.N.,
e. Business mailing address,
f. Street addresses of the vehicle release office and all storage facilities,
g. Customer service telephone number(s),
h. E-mail address,
i. Fax number,
j. Name of the dispatcher or dispatch service, with street address and telephone number;
and,
k. Emergency contact telephone.
B. The full name, date of birth and Social Security Number of all owners, part-owners, partners,
principal parties, officers, directors, agents, investors, or any other persons having a financial
interest in the business activities regulated by Portland City Code (PCC) 7.24.
C. The name, telephone, email and mailing address of the person responsible for complaint
resolution.
D. Proof of insurance coverage in the amounts specified in PCC 7.24, including:
1. The name of the insurance provider,
2. Policy number,
3. Expiration date,
4. Agent’s name,
5. Agent’s telephone number; and,
6. List of insured trucks.
E. A list of all drivers and any staff having contact with vehicles or vehicle owners, including
the following information:
1. First, middle and last name.
2. Social Security Number.
3. Date of Birth.
4. Driver’s license or state Identification Card number.
F. A list of all tow trucks to be used for PPI towing, including DMV plates and Vehicle
Identification Numbers.
G. Name, telephone, address and any other contact information for any company with which the
PPI tower may sub-contract for special equipment.
1. A list of rates applicable to the work the sub-contractor will do.
H. A list of all locations in the city deemed by the PPI tower to be “proscribed property,” for
approval by the City.
1. The status of each such property must be individually approved by the City prior to
commencement of towing.
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2. A determination will be made by the City within 3 business days of receipt of the
registration.
3. This information will be updated with each yearly renewal.
4. Registration of proscribed properties will include all information specified below:
a. The correct street address of the proscribed property, or a property tax identification
number available from PortlandMaps.
b. Name, position and contact information of the property owner/operator who has
engaged the PPI tower to tow.
c. A detailed description of the characteristics that qualify the location as “proscribed.”
d. Photograph(s) of the property.
5. A list of each PPI tower’s pre-existing proscribed properties must be provided to the
Towing Coordinator by March 31, 2013 in order for PPI towers to continue to tow prior to
City approval.
6. PPI towers who have held a PPI permit in 2012 have until July 1, 2013 to submit preexisting “proscribed” property accounts for approval. The status of all pre-existing proscribed
properties will be reviewed prior to December 31, 2013.
7. Proscribed property accounts acquired by a permittee after adoption of this
Administrative Rule must be submitted for approval before towing starts.
8 Any properties not registered and approved as “proscribed” as of December 31, 2013 will
not be exempt from these regulations until approved by the City.
9. Tow companies not previously permitted who apply for a new PPI permit after adoption
of this Administrative Rule will be required to submit any proscribed properties for approval
with the initial application.
10. The Director’s determination on the exemption of a proscribed property is final.
I. Such other information as the Director may require.
2. Retention and Inspection of Records
The PPI tower will, within 24 hours of written notice, or by a date specified by the Towing
Coordinator, provide such documentation as may be needed for investigation of towing
practices. Such documentation may include, but not be limited to, tow invoices, patrol contracts
or specific authorization, and photographs. Such documentation must be retained in retrievable
form by the PPI tower for a minimum of 2 years after the date of the tow.
3. Equipment and Facilities Inspections
A. Except as provided in PCC 7.24, the Director will cause the PPI tower’s towing equipment,
dispatching, release and storage facilities to be inspected prior to issuance of a PPI permit. If it is
determined that the PPI tower complies with all of the requirements of PCC 7.24, the Director
will approve issuance of a permit.
B. If any aspect of the insurance, equipment, dispatching, or release and storage facility does not
comply with the requirements of PCC 7.24, the permit will be denied until all deficiencies are
corrected.
C. Towers registered under this PPI Code will maintain towing equipment, dispatching, release
and storage facilities for safe operation and to prevent damage to towed vehicles. All equipment
used must be clean, in good working condition and free of excessive wear.
D. Towing equipment.
1. All tow trucks used to perform PPI tows must be equipped as follows:
a. Current registration and insurance documentation.
b. Current Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Master Mechanic inspection
certificate.
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c. Permanently identified on each side of the vehicle with the tow company name, city,
state, and telephone clearly marked in letters not less than 3“ high.
d. A four-way emergency flashing system and at least one flashing amber light (or other
color permitted by state law) at least 5 inches in diameter, mounted high on the tow
vehicle.
e. Upper and lower work lights; a light mounted behind the cab of the tow vehicle
which is capable of illuminating the area of the tow under dark or foggy conditions.
f. Tow lights; portable auxiliary brake lights, turn signal, and tail light for use on towed
vehicles. Also required on all rollbed trucks capable of towing multiple vehicles at once.
g. Tires, adequate in size and rating for the size and weight of the tow vehicle, with not
less than 3/32nds inch of tread and mounted on rims secured with the correct number of
lug bolts and nuts in accordance with factory specifications.
h. Tow dollies. Also required on rollbed trucks capable of towing multiple vehicles at
once.
i. Two-way radio equipment or cellular telephone with “push to talk” (PTT) function,
capable of communicating with the PPI tower’s dispatcher at all times.
j. Cellular telephone for initiation of tows with Tow Desk.
E. Dispatching facilities.
1. At minimum, the tower’s dispatching facility must be maintained with required
equipment as follows:
a. Radio equipment or cellular telephone system with “push to talk” (PTT) function,
capable of communicating with the PPI tower’s tow vehicle(s) at all times.
b. At least one telephone line for voice communication.
c. A facsimile machine on a dedicated telephone line set up to send and receive at all
times.
d. A PPI tower’s dispatching facility may be located in two or more different locations,
or may be contracted to another firm, provided:
1. Each location is equipped to communicate with the tow drivers at all times.
2. At least one such location has a dispatcher on duty at all times.
3. The contracted or secondary dispatcher can reach the PPI tower’s primary
dispatcher or other PPI tow company official at all hours.
4.
Storage facilities.
A.
All PPI facilities used for storing vehicles towed from private property must be:
1. Located within the city limits of Portland; and,
2. Secure, protected and located within an enclosure at least six feet high topped
with at least 3 strands of taut barbed wire; and,
3. All gates, doors and other openings into the storage facility must be equipped with
locks and secured at all times; and,
4. Trees, vines and shrubs must be kept trimmed to allow an unobstructed view of
the entire fence and prevent unauthorized access into the storage lot
5. All fences, walls or surrounds must be free of holes or weak spots which could
allow unauthorized entry; and,
6. The PPI tower’s name, telephone number, address and regular business hours
must be posted, in a location clearly visible from the public right-of-way, on a
sign in letters not less than 3 inches high; and
7. City-approved towing and storage rates for PPI towing must be posted in a
conspicuous place in the location where release transactions occur, so that they
are readable by persons redeeming their vehicles. Such fees may not exceed the
rates established by the Bureau Director; and,
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C.

8. A placard, provided by the City, listing Citizens’ Rights, must be prominently
displayed in the location where release transactions occur, so that they are
readable by persons redeeming PPI towed vehicles.
B. Any facility from which a PPI tower releases vehicles will be located within the city
limits of Portland and will have a customer reception area which includes:
1. Accommodations to serve persons with disabilities, in compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA);
2. A clearly marked entry that is clean, well lit and free of debris;
3. A clean, well-lit counter space for writing; and,
4. Seating for at least one person while waiting to be served.
PPI towers will establish locations for storage and release of towed vehicles in such a way
that no vehicle will be towed a greater distance than is necessary and reasonable.
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Administrative Rule 7.24-13-02

Towing Regulations
1. Authorization
A. It is unlawful to tow a vehicle from a private parking facility located within the City of
Portland unless:
1. The PPI tower holds a current City of Portland PPI permit.
2. The private parking facility owner/operator gives the PPI tower express written
authorization identifying the specific vehicle, and signed at the time of the tow request, as
required by ORS Chapter 98 Disposition of unlawfully parked vehicles and abandoned
vehicles; or,
3. The private parking facility owner/operator has signed a towing agreement, currently in
effect and authorizing the PPI tower to tow vehicles from the parking facility. If towing
under the authorization of such an agreement, PPI tower will, at the time of the tow, sign
the invoice as authorizing agent for each tow. The invoice will identify the specific
vehicle and location, as required by ORS 98.812 and 98.854.
B. PPI Towing Agreements
1. If a PPI tower’s agreement for towing is with the tenant of a property, such agreement
must also include authorization by the property owner or authorized owner’s agent.
2. Agreements between PPI towers and private parking facility owners/operators must
include the accurate address, or Multnomah County property tax ID number, of any
property from which the PPI tower will impound vehicles.
3. If the agreement with a single owner/operator applies to multiple properties, an
addendum listing the accurate address, or Multnomah County property tax ID number, of
each property must be included.
4. If a property has no address assigned, a Multnomah County property tax ID number, or a
printout of the Portland Maps record for the property may be submitted in order to
provide the accurate location.
5. If an agreement between a PPI tower and a private parking facility owner/operator
authorizes the PPI tower to patrol a property, this must be stated explicitly and all
applicable conditions clearly defined to ensure proper implementation.
6. PPI tow agreements will indicate beginning and expiration dates, and be valid for not
more than 2 years at a time.
7. PPI towers will review patrol towing agreements at least every 2 years to verify that
conditions and property ownership have not changed.
a. PPI towers will obtain a new signature and assign new effective and expiration dates
agreed to bythe property owner/operator as part of this review to indicate approval of
an extension of the patrol agreement.
b. Tows performed without current authorization will be subject to penalties and
refunds.
8. PPI tow agreements will list the full name, telephone and position of any person
authorized to request towing services.
2. Signage
A. It is unlawful to tow a vehicle from a private parking facility unless the facility meets the
following signage requirements:
1. At least one sign must be posted for every 3 parking spaces, or every 1,000 square feet of
space allotted for parking.
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2. At least one sign must be posted and clearly readable by an operator in a motor vehicle at
each driveway into the parking lot, not more than 10 feet from the public right of way or
driveway. Such signs must:
a. Be posted so that the center of the sign is not more than 8 feet nor less than 4 feet
above the ground; and,
b. Be at least 18” x 24” in size; and,
c. State that parking is prohibited, reserved or otherwise restricted; and,
d. State who is authorized to park and the hours during which parking is restricted; and,
e. If a permit is required to park, clearly state the requirement and how to obtain a
permit, and,
f. State that towing and storage of a vehicle will be at the vehicle owner’s expense; and,
g. Prominently display the PPI tower’s name and 24 hour telephone contact number for
release of a vehicle; and,
h. Be maintained un-obscured by any tree, shrub, bush, vehicle or other obstacle at all
times: and,
i. Be printed in letters not less than 2 inches high.
3. When a private parking facility is shared by multiple business operations, (i.e. shopping
mall, office park, etc.) parking spaces must be individually marked, or signs posted,
clearly indicating which spaces are reserved for each business.
4. If a parking lot adjoins another property or may be entered from another property, at least
one sign must be posted not more than 10 feet from the boundary dividing the properties.
B. PPI towers may request a variance in sign requirements by submitting a written request.
1. The request must:
a. Describe why PPI sign requirements cannot be met, and
b. Include photographs and/or maps to illustrate the need for the variance, and
c. Propose an alternate posting scheme for approval.
2. Towing may not begin at the subject location until the posting has been approved by the
City. A determination will be made by the Director or designee within 3 business days of
receiving such a request. Such determination regarding a variance is not appealable.
C. Fire lanes from which vehicles may be towed must be marked in compliance with Portland
Uniform Fire Code (PUFC 901 and 902)
D. When establishing a new PPI towing account or replacing missing or defaced signs, new
signs must be posted for a minimum of 24 hours before towing commences or resumes.
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Administrative Rule 7.24-13-03
Fees for Private Property Impound towing and storage in the City of Portland
The base fees charged for PPI towing within the city limits of Portland have been developed using
the following formula:
The current City Tow Contract rate for hookup (Class A, B or C)
Plus, an allowance for signs minimum 5 signs
Plus, an allowance for sales costs, per tow
Plus, profit margin of 8.0%
= Base fee to tower
Basic fees for towing may not exceed:
Class A hookup fee
$168.00
(includes hookup, dollies, 30 minutes on scene, tower’s dispatch and photo fee.)
Class B hookup fee
$ 176.00
(includes hookup, dollies, driveline or axle pull, 30 minutes on scene, tower’s dispatch
and photo fee.)
$ 310.00 per hour
Class C hookup fee
(port to port hourly fee includes hookup, driveline or axle pull, tower’s dispatch, mileage
and photo fee)
Also applicable to all PPI tows:
Data services fee (payable to Tow Desk on redeemed vehicles)
City of Portland service fee (payable to the City of Portland on
redeemed vehicles)

$ 16.00
15.00

The following fees may be added, as appropriate. PPI Tower must provide documentation to
support such additional charges upon request.
Towed Mileage, as follows, up to a maximum of 8 miles:
$3.80/towed mile $4.00
Class A
Class B

$4.50/towed mile $4.80

Labor/Standby -time on-scene in excess of 30 minutes
$19.00/1/4 hr
When charging for standby time, the PPI tower must document such a charge by reporting to
Tow Desk the time of arrival at, and departure from, the scene.
After hours release or gate fee
$25.00
Addition of this fee is allowed when a citizen requests access or release of a PPI towed
vehicle outside of regular business hours: after 6:00 p.m. or before 8:00 a.m. M-F; all day
Saturday and Sunday; and on City holidays. Such a fee must be validated by documenting the
date and time of the appointment on all copies of the tow invoice.
Release At Scene (RAS) –Includes hookup plus Data Service fee plus City Service fee.
A.
This fee may be assessed only if:
A.
The required prior notification to Tow Desk has been carried out; and,
B.
The PPI tower has completed the hookup and attachment of all safety equipment,
including tow lights, and is in the cab of the tow truck in full possession of the vehicle
as defined in PCC 7.24.
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A. RAS fees must not exceed:
1. Class A (hookup fee + data services + city service)
2. Class B (hookup fee + data services + city service)
3. Class C (port to scene hourly + data services + city service)

$186.50
$193.50
$331.00

Storage Fees:
Storage fee per 24 hour period from the completion of the tow
$27.00/day
(After a four-hour grace period, starting from notice of completion to Tow Desk)
Vehicles over 20’ long
$37.00/day
(After a four-hour grace period, starting from notice of completion to Tow Desk)
Lien filing fee (Chargeable after a vehicle has been in storage 5 days)
Vehicles valued under $1,000.00
Vehicles valued $1,001.00 - $2,500.00
Vehicles valued more than $2,500.00 or out of state (not OR, WA)

$40.00
$55.00
$85.00

If a PPI tower incurs expenses substantially higher than the amount allowed for processing a lien, the
tower may request permission to recoup the additional costs by sending a written request for
approval to the Towing Coordinator, with receipts to verify the additional expense. Lien fees in
excess of the established rate may not be assessed without prior approval by the Towing
Coordinator.
Fuel Surcharge
When an emergency fuel surcharge is approved by the Towing Board of Review for towers under
contract with the City of Portland, permitted PPI Towers will be eligible to request such an
allowance on PPI tows. When approved, the emergency fuel surcharge will not exceed the amount
approved by the Towing Board of Review.
Cost of Living Adjustment
After the first effective year of this rate schedule, when a Cost of Living Increase is approved by the
Towing Board of Review for towers under contract with the City of Portland, permitted PPI Towers
will be eligible to request an increase in PPI towing fees equal to the percentage of increase
approved by the Board.
Likewise, after the first effective year of this rate schedule when a Cost of Living Increase is
approved by the Towing Board of Review for the dispatch contractor, the Tow Desk will be eligible
to request an increase in the data service fee equal to the percentage of increase approved by the
Board.
Approval of such an increase will be at the Bureau Director’s sole discretion and is subject to the
public hearing process detailed in PCC 7.24.
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Administrative Rule 7.24-13-04
Conditions
Towers performing private property impound tows in the City of Portland must comply with the
following conditions:
1. Tow Receipt
A. When releasing a PPI towed vehicle, the tower will issue to the vehicle owner/owner’s agent
a clearly legible invoice on an approved standard form complete with the following
information:
1. Tow Number or call number provided by Tow Desk
2. Vehicle license plate
3. State
4. Vehicle Identification Number.
a. This information is mandatory on all PPI tows to ensure that the vehicle is not stolen.
b. If the VIN is not readily obtainable by the tower, a hold may be placed on the vehicle
for a VIN inspection. As an alternative to applying a hold, the following procedure may
be used to obtain an unreadable VIN:
1. If the license plate reported to Tow Desk matches the make/model/style of the
vehicle listed in the DMV record, PPB Records will accept the available
information and the tower is authorized to release the vehicle upon payment of
towing and storage fees.
2. If the license plate does not match the make/model/style in the DMV record, PPB
Records will request that the tower re-check the plate. If the plate re-check
returns with the same, non-matching information, then when the citizen comes to
pick up the vehicle, the tower will ask the citizen to open the vehicle prior to
payment so the VIN can be correctly reported to Tow Desk and the vehicle
released.
3. Auto Records will notify the tower if the vehicle has been reported stolen and the
regular procedures for a Recovered Stolen vehicle will be applied.
c. Storage fees will not accrue while a hold is in place.
5. Make
6. Model
7. Style
8. Year
9. Color
10. Address or tax lot # of the property from which the vehicle was towed or released at the
scene
11. Address to which the vehicle was towed
12. Name of the business which authorized the tow
13. Patrol Account or Call-in
14. Time that prior notice (initiation) of the tow was called in to Tow Desk, and who made
the call, initials or City ID
15. Time that completion was called in to Tow Desk, and the, initials or City ID of the driver
who called Tow Desk.
16. Dollies? Circle yes or no
17. Was vehicle towed front up? Rear up? On a rollbed? Circle one
18. Tow Driver (initials or City ID)
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19. Tow Truck plate (City plate, or DMV plate)
20. Identity of the person to whom the vehicle is released;
a. Released to name,
b. Telephone number,
c. Address, city, state and zip code
21. Date of the release
22. Time of the release
23. Date and time of release notification to Tow Desk,
24. City ID number or initials of the person who made the notification
25. Telephone contact information for the Towing Coordinator.
B. All times reported to the Tow Desk, or recorded on the tow invoice, will be expressed using
the 24-hour clock. The clock of record is the Tow Desk clock.
2. Calculating Fees for Towed Mileage
A. An amount established by administrative rule per towed mile, up to 8 miles, may be added to
the fees for a PPI tow.
B. Mileage will be measured to 1/10th of a mile, from the hookup location to the PPI tower’s
nearest approved storage facility.
C. For audit purposes, the distance standard will be the shortest route verified by “MapQuest,”
within 1/4 mile.
D. Number of miles travelled will not be “rounded.”
3. “Rounding” an Uneven Total
A. If the total of all fees assessed for a PPI tow results is an uneven amount (i.e. $142.35, rather
than $142.00) the PPI tower is permitted to “round” the final total to the closest even amount.
If the “subtotal” of the fees is $10.50, the PPI tower may choose to leave the amount as it is
or round the amount down to $10.00. If the subtotal is $10.51, the amount may be rounded
up to $11.00.
B. Only the final total, not individual fees itemized on the invoice, may be rounded.
4. Sub-contracting for special equipment
A. If a PPI tower sub-contracts with another tow company for use of special tow equipment, the
PPI tower must identify the sub-contractor in the annual registration.
B. When the sub-contractor provides service on a Portland PPI tow, the name of the subcontractor, driver name and license plate of the sub-contracted equipment must be listed on
the invoice.
C. The PPI tower will be responsible for fees charged by the sub-contractor. Such fees must be
approved by the Towing Coordinator prior to passing them on to the vehicle owner.
5. Photographs
A. Prior to attaching equipment for a PPI tow, the PPI tower will take digital photographs of the
vehicle to be towed, in the position where it was left by the vehicle operator. Such
photographs will include:
1. At least one photo illustrating the condition(s) which justify the impound, such as the
absence of a permit, parking over a line, etc; and,
2. Photos documenting the presence of compliant signs at each entry into the parking
facility.
3. Photos will be date- and time- stamped by the camera or retrievable from system
properties.
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B. Such photos must be kept in retrievable form for at least 2 years and will be made available
upon request by the City.
C. Failure to provide photographs upon request will invalidate the tow. If photos do not clearly
identify the vehicle to be towed, illustrate the reason for the tow, date and time stamp or
document compliant signs, the tow may be invalidated
6. Offer transportation assistance to vehicle owner/owner’s agent
A. Pursuant to ORS 822.230(3)(d), PPI towers will offer one of the following alternatives for
transportation assistance:
1. To provide transport at a reasonable cost for the vehicle operator and passenger(s) from
the immediate vicinity of the impound to the tower’s storage lot for release of the vehicle;
or,
2. Offer to make a call on behalf of the vehicle owner to arrange transportation.
B. Such transportation will be at the vehicle owner’s expense.
7. Animals in towed vehicles
A. If a vehicle is found to contain any live animal, the PPI tower will take reasonable care to
protect the welfare of the animal, including:
1. Placing the vehicle in indoor storage, if weather conditions would jeopardize the welfare
of the animal;
2. Offering the animal water, if it is safe to do so.
B. If the vehicle owner has not contacted the PPI tower within 2 hours after the vehicle reaches
the PPI tower’s storage lot, the PPI tower shall contact the local Animal Control authority to
arrange for the animal to be taken into protective custody. Such arrangement will be made as
soon as feasible, but in no case later than 4 hours after completion of the tow.
C. The PPI tower will provide information about the location of the animal when the vehicle
owner/owner’s agent calls to arrange for release of the vehicle.
D. PPI tower will release the animal to the registered owner, or person with permission to
operate the vehicle, without charge except a gate fee if released after hours.
8. Notification prior to tow
A. Notification of the intent to tow a vehicle from private property will be made by the PPI tow
driver to the Portland Police through the Tow Desk before any tow equipment is attached or
the vehicle is moved.
B. Such notification will be made by telephone and will include at least the following
information:
1. Vehicle license plate, make and color;
2. Correct address from which the vehicle is to be towed;
3. Name of the tow driver initiating the tow
9. Notification of the completion of the tow
A. The PPI tower will notify the local police agency through the Tow Desk of the completion of
the tow and location of the vehicle within 1 hour after the vehicle is placed into storage, or
released at the scene. Such notification will include the following information:
1. Towed vehicle license plate
2. State in which the vehicle is registered
3. Vehicle Identification Number
4. Make
5. Model
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Style
Year, if known
Color
Tow Class
Correct street address of the property from which the vehicle was towed or released at the
scene
11. Address to which the vehicle was towed
12. Name of the business which authorized the tow
13. Whether tow dollies were used
14. How the vehicle was towed - front up? rear up? Rollbed?
15. Tow Driver Identification (City driver number or initials)
16. Tow Truck plate – (City plate or DMV plate)
B. If a prior notice does not result in a towed vehicle, PPI tower will notify Tow Desk whether a
Release at the Scene fee was collected, or the vehicle was released without a fee.
C. A vehicle released at the scene for a fee will be assigned a “call number” by Tow Desk in
place of the tow number. The PPI tower will enter a call number on each PPI tow invoice not
assigned a tow number.
10. Notification of release
A. Within 8 hours of releasing a vehicle to the registered owner/owner’s agent, foreclosing a
possessory lien or accepting a title, the PPI tower must notify Portland Police by faxing to the
Tow Desk a completed “Notice of Vehicle Release” form complete with all release
information.
B. Periodically, a list of unreleased PPI towed vehicles in storage more than 30 days will be sent
to each PPI tower.
1. PPI towers will check their records and provide information about the disposition of each
listed vehicle. Applicable data service and administrative service fees will be assessed.
2. If the PPI tower has no information about the disposition of a vehicle that is no longer in
their possession, it will be assumed to have been released to the vehicle owner and
presumptive data service fees and administrative service fees will be assessed, in addition
to applicable penalties.
11. Data services fee
A. By the tenth day of each month, the Tow Desk will send the PPI tower an invoice for data
service fees collected for each PPI towed vehicle released to the vehicle owner in the
previous month.
B. The PPI tower will pay the collected fees directly to the Tow Desk by the twentieth day of
the month, or other date as specified on the billing invoice.
C. Late payments will be subject to penalties and/or interest.
D. The amount of this fee will not exceed the current dispatch fee established by the City of
Portland Agreement for Central Dispatching of Towing Services, as it may be amended by
the Towing Board of Review.
12. Administrative service fee
A. By the tenth day of each month, the City will send the PPI tower an invoice for
administrative service fees collected for each PPI towed vehicle released to the vehicle owner
in the previous month.
B. The PPI tower will pay the collected fees to the City of Portland by the twentieth day of the
month, or other date as specified on the billing invoice.
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C. Late payments will be subject to penalties and/or interest.
D. The amount of this fee will be established by the City of Portland and published with
application materials at the start of each permit period.
13. Official City holidays
A. PPI towers are not required to staff their offices on official City holidays. The official
holidays recognized by the City of Portland are as follows:
New Year’s Day
Martin Luther King Jr. birthday
Presidents’ Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day - July 4th
Labor Day
Veterans’ Day
Thanksgiving, and the day following
Christmas Day
B. A schedule of exact dates of these holidays will be published with application materials at the
start of each permit period.
14. Release At Scene (RAS)
A. A PPI tower is entitled to a Release at Scene fee for an interrupted tow only if the required
prior notification to Tow Desk has been carried out and the PPI tower has completed the
hookup and attachment of all safety equipment, and is in full possession of the vehicle as
defined in PCC 7.24. The fee for an interrupted tow is limited to:
1. The base fee allowed for the appropriate type of vehicle – Class A, Class B or Class C
2. Data services fee
3. Administrative service fee
B. If the vehicle owner or operator returns while PPI tow staff is still attaching equipment to the
vehicle or is outside of the tow truck for any reason, the PPI tower will release the vehicle to
the vehicle owner or operator at no charge.
C. If the vehicle owner or operator stops the PPI tower when the hookup is complete and the
tow truck is in motion with the vehicle, the PPI tower will immediately halt the tow and
inform the vehicle owner of the amount of the RAS fee and that the vehicle owner has up to
30 minutes, without additional charge, to provide payment of the RAS fee and have the
vehicle released. If the vehicle owner/owner’s agent fails to provide payment within 30
minutes, the PPI tower may proceed to tow the vehicle to the storage facility.
15. Citizen Complaints
A. A citizen whose vehicle has been impounded, or who has paid for release of their vehicle at
the tow scene, will have 180 days from the date of the completion of the tow to file a written
complaint with the City against the PPI tower.
B. Except under circumstances beyond the City’s control, citizens’ written complaints will be
forwarded to the PPI tower within 15 business days of receipt in the Revenue Bureau.
C. The PPI tower will provide a written statement of response within 10 business days of notice
of a complaint, unless another deadline is approved by the Towing Coordinator. Such
response will be accompanied by all documentation requested by the Towing Coordinator,
including, but not limited to:
1. A copy of the authorization to tow; and,
2. Pertinent staff testimony; and,
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3. Photographs of the subject vehicle, taken prior to towing, marked with the time and date
the photograph was taken.
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Administrative Rule 7.24-12-05
Prohibitions
1. Coercion
A. PPI towers shall not require payment of fees before allowing a vehicle owner or operator
to inspect the condition of his/her towed vehicle or its contents, during regular business
hours anytime within the first 30 days after the tow, provided that the vehicle owner or
operator can show proof of ownership or authorization by the registered owner. An after
hours or gate fee may be applied for such requests outside of regular business hours.
B. PPI towers will not require, as a condition of releasing a motor vehicle or personal
property in the motor vehicle, that the owner or operator of the motor vehicle agree not
to dispute:
1. The reason for the tow;
2. The validity or amount of charges; or
3. The responsibility of the tower for the condition of the motor vehicle or personal
property in the motor vehicle.
C. PPI towers shall not require payment of fees before allowing a vehicle owner or operator
to recover any animal left in the vehicle or contents of an emergency nature as specified
in ORS 98.858, provided that the vehicle owner or operator can show proof of
ownership or authorization by the registered owner. An after hours or gate fee may be
applied for such requests outside of regular business hours.
2. Gratuities
Except for providing signs as required by this code, it is unlawful for a PPI tower to pay a
private property owner/operator or staff any gratuity or provide any goods or services below
market value in order to secure towing privileges. Violation of this prohibition may result
in suspension or revocation of the PPI permit.
3. Predatory practices
A. It is unlawful for a PPI tower to park within 1,000 feet of, or post a monitor at, a private
parking facility for the purpose of covert observation in order to obtain PPI tows, unless:
1. The monitor provides a verbal warning to persons leaving their cars; or,
2. All signs clearly warn that the lot has on-site monitoring and the hours during which
monitoring occurs.
B. Failure to provide any of these notices will invalidate the tow and may result in refund to
the complainant and/or civil penalties.
4. PPI police tows
PPI towers will not release a vehicle designated as a PPI police tow without first obtaining
authorization from the police agency. PPI towers will cooperate with police agencies
whenever a PPI towed vehicle is of interest to police for any reason.
5. Pay and Park lots
A. It is unlawful to assess and collect parking penalties unless the property is registered in
compliance with PCC 7.25 “Pay and Park and Non-Pay Private Parking Facilities.”
B. Towing from pay and park or non-pay private parking facilities is subject to provisions
of PCC 7.24 and PCC 7.25.

